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Themodularmultilevel converter based high voltage direct current (MMC-HVDC)
is a dynamic power balancing system. The control system of MMC generally
adopts a dual closed-loop vector control strategy based on the traditional
instantaneous power model under asymmetric grid state, which has complex
control structure and low control accuracy. This paper introduces a flexible
instantaneous powermodel and establishes a general power equation with active
power and new reactive power as control objects. Based on this, an improved
sliding-mode MMC-HVDC direct power control strategy based on the new
instantaneous power model is proposed which combines the flexible
instantaneous power model and the improved sliding-mode control method
to eliminate the twice grid-frequency ripples in both active and reactive power
under asymmetric grid states. Furthermore, it omits the inner-loop controller and
power compensation terms while optimizing the control structure. Simulation
results show that the proposed method has better dynamic responsiveness,
control accuracy and robustness under operating conditions such as
asymmetric grid state and parameter perturbation which can better exploit
the advantages of the flexible instantaneous power model.
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1 Introduction

Under the background of the “double carbon” goal, the research of new energy
development and utilization technology has ushered in a new development boom. With
the development of onshore wind power tends to be saturated, offshore wind power has
become an crucial development direction of new energy, and offshore wind power has the
advantages of stable resource conditions and high energy efficiency. With the continuous
expansion of the construction scale and capacity of offshore wind power projects, the layout
of offshore wind farms has gradually changed from near distance and small capacity to far-
reaching sea and large-scale. Flexible HVDC transmission technology, with its advantages
of flexible control, low switching loss and high modularity, has become one of the ideal
solutions for large-scale remote offshore wind farms. However, the traditional sliding mode
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control of MMC-HVDC in asymmetric offshore wind power flexible
and straight system has become a concern.

Modular multilevel converter (MMC) has become the most
promising multilevel converter topology for high-power power
electronics applications due to its high modularity, scalability,
and high quality of output waveforms compared with the
traditional two- and three-level voltage source converter (VSC).
The MMC realizes high-voltage energy conversion function by
stacking a large number of different types of submodules such as
half-bridge, full-bridge, etc., which has shown a rising trend in
domestic DC engineering applications (Yang et al., 2023b; Raju et al.,
2019; Ma et al., 2021).

MMC is an crucial part of the DC transmission system, and
the control strategy of MMC is crucial for the stable operation of
the whole system. Currently, the mainstream design scheme of
MMC-HVDC control system is the direct current control strategy
(vector control) characterized by fast current feedback, which
takes the specific form of double closed-loop series control, and
can obtain high-quality current response. The implementation of
this method in the synchronous rotating coordinate system (dq
coordinate system) has been studied (Vasiladiotis and Cherix,
2014; Nami et al., 2015; Haiyu et al., 2023). Sliding mode variable
structure control (SMC), as a classical nonlinear control method,
has the advantages of good steady-state accuracy, dynamic
performance, and interference immunity, and has been widely
used in scenarios such as PWM rectifiers, synchronous generators,
wind turbine systems, and AC/DC converters (Li et al., 2020;
Fekik et al., 2021). Literature (Li et al., 2020) investigated the
application of sliding mode variable structure control in MMC
vector control and proposed an MMC improved sliding mode
control strategy with better dynamic response capability,
interference immunity, and smaller jitter. However, the above
mentioned control strategies are discussed under symmetrical
grid condition. In engineering practice, three-phase voltages are
often asymmetrical due to grid harmonics and asymmetrical faults
(Wang, 2020; Freytes, 2021), resulting in two-fold fluctuations of
active and reactive power output from the MMC, which seriously
affects the operational performance of the MMC-HVDC (Kong
et al., 2013).

Therefore, in order to improve the transient control
performance of AC/DC converter under asymmetric grid
conditions, scholars in various countries have conducted a lot of
research on it, and the mainstream transient control strategies of
MMC are currently categorized into the dual closed-loop vector
control strategy and the direct power control strategy that takes
active power and reactive power as the control objects. The dual
closed-loop vector control strategy is divided into the PI control
strategy based on the dq coordinate system (Du et al., 2022) and the
PR control strategy based on the αβ coordinate system (Semih et al.,
2021), which can control the positive and negative sequence
currents, but the control structure is more complicated and the
control effect is affected by the performance of the phase-locked
loop. In contrast, the direct power control strategy (Shang et al.,
2011; Alessandra et al., 2023; Habib et al., 2023; Ping et al., 2023)
establishes the control model with active and reactive power, omits
the current inner loop, and simplifies the design of the control
system. Literature (Shang et al., 2011) proposes a direct power
control strategy for grid-connected inverters by combining the αβ

coordinate system, and effective suppression of active and reactive
power two-fold fluctuations can be realized by calculating the power
compensation components. Literature (Habib et al., 2023) proposes
a direct power control strategy based on resonant regulator for
PWM rectifiers, which can realize the control of active and reactive
power fluctuation components by constructing the DC voltage-
power closed loop and resonant closed loop. Literature (Ping
et al., 2023) and literature (Alessandra et al., 2023) used sliding
mode variable structure control and differential-free beat control for
direct power control of VSC and MMC, respectively, by adding a
power compensation term to guarantee that the grid-side current is
free of distortion. Literature (Mei et al., 2021a) proposed a power
sliding mode variable structure compensation strategy, which can
suppress the power fluctuation component of the two-fold
frequency without guaranteeing the distortion-free grid-side
current, but it cannot completely eliminate the power fluctuation
of the two-fold frequency.

The control strategies described in the above literature are all
based on the traditional instantaneous power definition, which is not
able to eliminate the active and reactive power two-fold fluctuations
while maintaining the grid-side current without distortion under
asymmetrical grid conditions. In order to solve this problem, a
flexible instantaneous reactive power definition is proposed in
literature (Suh and Lipo, 2006) to make it applicable to the
operation conditions of asymmetrical grids. In literature (Zhang
and Qu, 2015) and literature (Mei et al., 2021b), the flexible
instantaneous power model is applied in combination with
predictive control and reduced-order vector control, respectively,
and shows excellent control performance under asymmetrical grid
conditions.

Sliding mode control (SMC) is a special class of nonlinear
control, can control the system in accordance with the
predetermined “sliding mode” state trajectory movement, has a
fast response, does not depend on the mathematical model of the
controlled object, strong resistance to external interference, etc.
(Farzin and Mehdi, 2023), is widely used in synchronous
generators, wind turbine systems and other systems. It is widely
used in synchronous generators, wind turbine systems and other
systems. However, the jitter problem is an important issue that
cannot be avoided in the sliding mode variable structure control,
the traditional sliding mode control adopts the linear sliding mode
surface, convergence law and other methods, but the restraining
ability of the jitter is insufficient to ensure the convergence rate at
the same time (Mohapatra et al., 2023), and the fractional-order
sliding mode method, a new type of convergence law, quasi-sliding
mode method, and other strategies are respectively proposed to
inhibit the jitter phenomenon in the literature (Pratap et al., 2018;
Weijia et al., 2023; Xinxin et al., 2023), but there are still some
problems in the design of the controller, the control accuracy, etc.
The control of the sliding mode control is a very important
issue.Literature (Rui et al., 2020; Li et al., 2021; Wang et al.,
2021) proposes an adaptive (two-layer) stochastic approach, a
droop coefficients stability region analysis approach and a
reduced-order small-signal closed-loop transfer function model.
However, there are still some problems in controller design,
control accuracy, etc.

In order to further explore the application of flexible
instantaneous power model in MMC transient control and to
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reduce the jitter problem of conventional sliding mode control, this
paper proposes an improved sliding mode MMC-HVDC direct
power control strategy based on flexible instantaneous power
model, which combined with the flexible instantaneous power
model can eliminate the two-fold fluctuation of MMC output
active and reactive power under the asymmetric grid state and
keep the current of the AC side free of aberration, and at the same
time, compared with the traditional PI control strategy and the
conventional sliding mode control, it has obvious advantages in
terms of the dynamic responsiveness, robustness, and anti-jitter.

This paper firstly introduces the topology and mathematical
model of MMC; Compares and analyzes the flexible
instantaneous power model with the traditional instantaneous
power model, and derives the power control equation of MMC
based on the flexible instantaneous power model, proposes the
direct power control method of MMC based on the improved
sliding-mode control strategy, and analyzes in depth the control
performance of the improved sliding-mode control strategy, and
finally builds a simulation model and constructs an experimental
platform for the MMC hardware in the loop in PSCAD/EMTDC,
and conducts a comparative simulation and experimental
validation for the proposed control strategy under the voltage
symmetry, asymmetric conditions, and parameter perturbation
conditions.

2 MMC mathematical model

The typical three-phase topology of the MMC is shown in
Figure 1, where each phase bridge arm consists of N series-
connected sub-modules (sub-modules, SM), the bridge arm
equivalent resistor R0, and the bridge arm reactor L0, upk and
unk (k = a,b,c, hereinafter) are the sum of the sub-module

voltages of the bridge arms of each phase, and ipk and ink
denote the bridge arm currents of each phase, and each phase
voltage output from each phase bridge arm generates N+1 levels,
which are approximated as sinusoids by the nearest level
modulation strategy. On the AC side of the MMC, O and O′
denote the neutral point of the DC and AC sides, respectively
(UOO’ = 0), the three-phase equivalent resistance and inductance
are denoted as Rac and Lac, respectively, Usk is the equivalent
power supply of the AC side, and ivk is the exit three-phase
current of the MMC.

Figure 1 shows that each bridge arm of the MMC converter is
composed of N submodules with the same structure and bridge arm
reactors connected in series. Each submodule contains an IGBT
half-bridge and an energy storage capacitor C0. The control of the

FIGURE 1
MMC circuit.

FIGURE 2
The control process of SMC.
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MMC can be realized by controlling the on-off of the IGBT through
the modulation strategy and thus casting and switching
the submodule.

According to Kirchhoff’s voltage law, the mathematical model of
the AC side and DC side of the MMC can be obtained by deriving
the circuit of each bridge arm of the MMC:

L_ivk + Rivk � Udiffk − Usk (1)
L0
_ilk + R0ilk � Udc

2
− Ucomk (2)

in the formula:

Udiffk � unk − upk( )/2 Ucomk � unk + upk( )/2
L � Lac + 0.5L0 R � Rac + 0.5R0

ilk � ink + ipk( )/2
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩

Udiffk is the differential mode voltage of the k-phase upper and
lower bridge arms of the MMC; Ucomk is the common-mode
voltage of the k-phase upper and lower bridge arms of the MMC;
and ilk is the internal loop current of the MMC.

The mathematical model Eq. 1 of the AC side of the MMC is
Clark transformed to transform the sinusoidal AC quantities in
the three-phase stationary coordinate system to the sinusoidal

FIGURE 3
The block diagram of the proposed control strategy.

FIGURE 4
Four-terminal MMC-based HVDC system.
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FIGURE 5
Simulation results under balanced grid condition: (A) Grid-side AC voltage (B) Valve-side AC current (C) System DC voltage (D) Active and
reactive power.
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AC quantities in the two-phase αβ stationary coordinate
system, and then the mathematical model of the MMC in
the two-phase αβ stationary coordinate system can be
expressed as follows:

L_ivα + Rivα � Udiffα − Usα (3)
L_ivβ + Rivβ � Udiffβ − Usβ (4)

where Usα and Usβ are the α and β-axis components of Usk, ivα and
ivβ are the α and β-axis components of ivk, respectively; Udiffα and
Udiffβ are the α and β-axis components of Udiffk, respectively.

3 MMC power modeling based on
flexible instantaneous power modeling

3.1 Flexible transient power modeling

The conventional instantaneous power model can be expressed
as (Lu and Ooi, 2007):

S � 1.5Uαβiαβ
* (5)

where: * denotes the conjugate, Uαβ and iαβ are the α and β axis
components of the voltage and current on the AC side of the grid,
respectively.

Under asymmetrical grid conditions, the MMC power control
strategy based on the traditional instantaneous power model cannot
simultaneously eliminate the two-fold frequency fluctuation
components of active and reactive power while ensuring that the
current on the AC side has no distortion. Meanwhile, under the
asymmetrical and non-ideal grid conditions, only the instantaneous
active power has practical physical and mathematical significance.
Therefore, in this paper, a flexible instantaneous power model is
introduced to redefine the expression of instantaneous reactive
power, which is more applicable to the non-ideal grid with
asymmetrical three-phase voltages.

The flexible instantaneous power model is mainly improved for
the expression of instantaneous reactive power, which is expressed
as the real part of the product of the voltage delay vector conjugated
to the current vector with the expression:

Snew � P + jQnew

� 1.5Re Uαβiαβ*( ) + j1.5Re Ulag
αβ iαβ

*( ) (6)

where: Ulag
αβ � Uαβ(t − T/4) � Ulag

α + jUlag
β is the voltage delay

vector, lagging the normal voltage by 90°.
When the three-phase voltages are symmetrical, the negative

sequence components do not exist, and the expressions for the two
instantaneous reactive powers are the same from Eq. 6, viz:

Q � 1.5Im Uαβiαβ
*( ) � Uβiα − Uαiβ (7)

FIGURE 6
Simulation results under unbalanced grid condition: (A)Grid-side
AC voltage (B) Valve-side AC current (C) Four-terminal system DC
voltage (D) Flexible instantaneous powermodeling operational effects
(E) Effectiveness of conventional instantaneous power
modeling runs.

TABLE 1 Parameters of MMC2.

Converter station parameters Value

System dc voltage (kV) ±200

Ac line voltage (kV) 220

Submodule capacitance (uF) 8950

Arm inductance (mH) 41.5

Number of submodules (N) 120
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Qnew � 1.5Re Ulag
αβ iαβ

*( )
� 1.5Re −jUαβiαβ*( ) � Uβiα − Uαiβ

(8)

When the three-phase voltage is asymmetrical, the
instantaneous vectors of voltage and current in the αβ coordinate
system can be expressed as:

U+
αβ � U+

α + jU+
β � U+ej ωt+θ+u( )

U−
αβ � U−

α + jU−
β � U−ej −ωt+θ−u( )

i+αβ � i+α + ji+β � I+ej ωt+θ+i( )
i−αβ � i−α + ji−β � I−ej −ωt+θ−i( )
Ulag

αβ � U+
αβ t − T/4( ) + U−

αβ t − T/4( ) � −jU+
αβ + jU−

αβ

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
(9)

where:U+
αβ、U−

αβ、 i+αβ、 i−αβ are the positive and negative sequence
vectors of voltage and current in the αβ coordinate system,
respectively.

Bringing Eq. 9 into Eq. 6 yields an expression for the flexible
instantaneous power model in the αβ coordinate system as:

P � 1.5 P0 + P1 + P2 + P3( )
Qnew � 1.5 Q0 + Qa + Qb + Qc( ){ (10)

in the formula:

P0 � U+
α i

+
α + U+

β i
+
β Qa � U+

β i
+
α − U+

α i
+
β

P1 � U−
α i

−
α + U−

β i
−
β Qb � U−

α i
−
β − U−

β i
−
α

P2 � U+
α i

−
α + U+

β i
−
β Qc � U+

β i
−
α − U+

α i
−
β

P3 � U−
α i

+
α + U−

β i
+
β Qd � U−

α i
+
β − U−

β i
+
α

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
Combining Eq. 9 and Eq. 10 gives the expression for each power

component as:

P0 � U+I+ cos θ+u − θ+i( )
P1 � U−I− cos θ−i − θ−u( )
P2 � U+I− cos 2ωt + θ+u − θ−i( )
P3 � U−I+ cos 2ωt + θ+i − θ−u( )

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩ (11)

Qa � U+I+ sin θ+u − θ+i( )
Qb � U−I− sin θ−i − θ−u( )
Qc � U+I− sin 2ωt + θ+u − θ−i( )
Qd � U−I+ sin 2ωt + θ+i − θ−u( )

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩ (12)

From Eq. 10, it can be seen that the active power and reactive
power in the flexible instantaneous power model under
asymmetric voltage conditions produce the direct flow P1 and
Qb of the interaction of the negative sequence components
of the voltage and current, respectively, on the basis of the
positive-sequence components P0 and Qa, as well as the two-
fold fluctuations of the interaction of the positive and negative-
sequence components of the voltage and current in the two-fold
fluctuations of the components P2, P3, and Qc, Qd, which
are needed to be satisfied at this time if the two-fold
fluctuations of the control of the active power are 0, i.e., to
satisfy the P2+P3 = 0:

U+I− � U−I+

cos 2ωt + θ+u − θ−i( ) � − cos 2ωt + θ+i − θ−u( ){ (13)

to write:

U+I− � U−I+

θ+u − θ−i � θ+i − θ−u + π
{ (14)

substituting Eq. 14 into Eq. 12 shows that:

FIGURE 7
Simulation results of dynamic power responses and robustness using the PI, conventional SMC and improved SMC: (A) Active power P (B) Flexible
reactive power Q new.
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Qc � U+I− sin 2ωt + θ+u − θ−i( )
� −U−I+ sin 2ωt + θ+i − θ−u( )
� −Qd

(15)

From Eq. 15, it can be seen that under the definition of flexible
instantaneous reactive power, when the two-fold fluctuation of the
control instantaneous active power is zero, the sum of the two-fold
fluctuation of the flexible instantaneous reactive power, Qc + Qd, is also
zero, so that the direct power control strategy based on the definition of
flexible instantaneous reactive power can inhibit the two-fold fluctuation
of the active power and the reactive power under the condition of
guaranteeing that the three-phase current does not undergo aberrant,
and it is more suitable for the conditions of asymmetric three-phase
voltage of the grid compared with the traditional instantaneous
power model.

3.2 MMC flexible transient power modeling

From Eq. 6, the expressions for instantaneous active power and
flexible instantaneous reactive power are written as respectively:

P � 1.5 Usαivα + Usβivβ( )
Qnew � 1.5 Ulag

sα ivα + Ulag
sβ ivβ( )

⎧⎨⎩ (16)

From Eq. 16, the derivatives of instantaneous active power and
flexible instantaneous reactive power with respect to time t can be
written as respectively:

dP

dt
� 1.5(dUsα

dt
ivα + Usα

divα
dt

+ dUsβ

dt
ivβ + Usβ

divβ
dt

) (17)

dQnew

dt
� 1.5(dUlag

sα

dt
ivα + Ulag

sα

divα
dt

+ dUlag
sβ

dt
ivβ + Ulag

sβ

divβ
dt

) (18)

From Eq. 9:

dUlag
sα

dt
� dUlag+

sα

dt
+ dUlag−

sα

dt
� ωUsα

dUlag
sβ

dt
� dUlag+

sβ

dt
+ dUlag−

sβ

dt
� ωUsβ

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
(19)

Bringing Eqs. 3, 4, 19 into Eqs. 17, 18 yields the MMC
power model based on the flexible instantaneous power
model as:

dW

dt
� XW + YU + Z (20)

among them:

FIGURE 8
The HIL experiment topology of MMC.
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FIGURE 9
Experimental results under balanced grid condition: (A)Grid-side
AC voltage (B) Valve-side AC current (C) System DC voltage (D) Active
power (E) Reactive power.

FIGURE 10
Experimental results under balanced grid condition: (A)Grid-side
AC voltage (B) Valve-side AC current (C) System DC voltage (D) Active
power (E) Reactive power.
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W � P Qnew[ ]TU � Udiffα Udiffβ[ ]TX �
−R
L

−ω

ω −R
L

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

Y � 3
2L

Usα Usβ

Ulag
sα Ulag

sβ
[ ]Z � − 3

2L
Us| |2

Ulag
sα Usα + Ulag

sβ Usβ
[ ]

Where: W is the state variable, i.e., controlled quantity; U is the
control variable, i.e., output variable; X and Y are the coefficient
matrices; and Z is the perturbation variable.

4 Direct power control strategy based
on improved sliding mode control

The direct power control strategy of MMC takes active power
and reactive power as the control objects and usually adopts the PI
control method. Although the PI control can achieve a better control
effect in the steady state, the control performance is poor in the
transient conditions such as parameter perturbation because of its
more fixed control structure, so this paper proposes a kind of
improved sliding-mode control strategy and applies it to the
direct power control strategy based on the flexible instantaneous
power model of MMC.

The fundamental difference between the sliding mode variable
structure control and conventional PI control is the discontinuity of
control, that is, the control system “structure” is based on the current
state of the control system, purposeful and continuous change,
forcing the system state along the pre-designed trajectory of the
state of small amplitude, high frequency up and down movement
until it stays at the equilibrium, as shown in Figure 2, the system
state enters the sliding mode surface and moves on the sliding mode
surface is called sliding mode. The process in which the system state
enters the sliding mode surface and moves on the sliding mode
surface is called sliding mode. When the system state enters the
sliding mode, it is insensitive to external perturbations and
parameter changes, and can move on the sliding mode surface
according to the established design to accurately achieve the control
goal, so the sliding mode variable structure control has better
response speed and robustness than other conventional control
methods such as PI control strategy.

However, the traditional sliding mode control generally adopts
linear sliding mode surface and exponential convergence law
method, and there exists motion inertia near the sliding mode
surface, which easily leads to vibration jitter phenomenon of the
controlled quantity and affects the control effect. In order to further
weaken the vibration phenomenon, improve the control accuracy
and reduce the steady state error, this paper proposes an improved
sliding mode variable structure control and applies it to the direct
power control strategy based on the flexible instantaneous
power model.

4.1 Improved sliding mode control method

4.1.1 Integral sliding mold surface
The traditional linear sliding mode surface is linearized to the

error function, and the rate of change of the sliding mode function is

unconstrained, and the convergence speed is slow. Therefore, this
paper introduces the integral type sliding mode surface function,
which adds the integral term of the error function on the basis of
linear processing, reduces the switching rate of the sliding mode
surface function, improves the steady state accuracy, and effectively
weakens the phenomenon of jitter, and the integral coefficient ks
(ks>0) can regulate the change rate of the integral sliding mode
surface function. The integral sliding mode surface function is
expressed as:

s x( ) � e + ks∫t

0
edt (21)

where e is the control error.

4.1.2 Improved exponential convergence law
As a classical sliding mode control function, the exponential

convergence law can optimize the motion trajectory of the system
state when converging to the sliding mode surface and accelerate the
rate of the system state arriving at the sliding mode surface, but due
to the existence of an isovelocity term in the expression, it leads to
poor convergence characteristics of the system state near the sliding
mode surface, which triggers a certain degree of jitter phenomenon
(Abolfazl et al., 2023). Therefore, this paper optimizes the traditional
exponential convergence law and proposes an improved exponential
convergence law to make it more suitable for the direct power
control model of MMC:

_s � −ε e| |psat s( ) − ks (22)
Where p is the power of the control error; ε and k are the control
coefficients, respectively, which are generally taken as normal
numbers; sat(s) is the saturation function with the expression:

sat s( ) �
1 s>Δ
ks s| |≤Δ, k � 1/Δ
−1 s< − Δ

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩ (23)

The control idea of the saturation function is as follows: design a
boundary layer, outside the boundary layer, use the switching
control sign(s), so that the system state quickly converges to the
sliding mode; within the boundary layer, use the feedback control, so
as to reduce the jittering phenomenon triggered by the switching
control in the vicinity of the sliding mode surface.

As shown in Eq. 22, this paper introduces the power function
of the control error into the design of the improved exponential
convergence law, so that the motion rate of the system state and
the control error produce a strong correlation, when the system
state is far away from the surface of the sliding mold, the control
error is larger, the convergence rate of the system state is
increased, and the convergence effect is significantly
strengthened; when the system state is close to the surface of
the sliding mold, the control error is small, and the convergence
rate of the system state is lowered, so that the system state
achieves a “soft landing” on the sliding mold surface. When
the system state is close to the sliding mold surface, the control
error is small, the system state convergence rate is reduced, which
reduces the motion inertia of the system state and enables the
system state to achieve a “soft landing” on the sliding mold
surface, and effectively suppresses the jitter vibration
phenomenon generated in the process of convergence of the
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sliding mold. At the same time, the traditional switching function
sgn(s) is replaced by the saturation function sat(s), which reduces
the step transformation of the lower boundary motion on the
sliding mode surface, further weakening the vibration
phenomenon. Therefore, the improved exponential
convergence law proposed in this paper effectively balances
the needs of convergence rate and jitter weakening.

4.1.3 Stability analysis
In order to ensure the stability of the proposed improved sliding

mode control strategy, this paper applies the Liapunov’s second
stability method (Yang et al., 2023a) for stability analysis, for the
improved sliding mode control method shown in Eq. 22, a Liapunov
function can be constructed as:

V � Hs2 (24)
where: H is the stabilization factor, taken as a normal number.

For the improved sliding mode control strategy proposed in this
paper, s represents the sum of the power tracking error and its
integral term, and when the derivative of the square of the power
error with respect to time is negatively definite, it represents that the
active and reactive power output from the MMC can achieve the
control objective. Taking the derivative with respect to time for Eq.
24 yields:

_V � ∂V

∂s

ds

dt
� 2H −ks2 − sε e| |psat s( )[ ] (25)

where is the first order derivative of the Lyapunov function.
Combining Eq. 24 and Eq. 25, it can be seen that, it is positive

definite, and its derivatives are negative definite in the case of s ≠ 0,
which satisfies the criterion of Liapunov’s second stability method,
and it can be proved that the proposed improved sliding mode
control method satisfies the asymptotic stabilization condition, and
can achieve the power control objective.

4.2 Design of direct power controller based
on improved sliding mode control

According to the flexible instantaneous power state Eq. 17, the
control objectives are set to be P→Pref and Q→Qref, respectively, so
that e1 = Pref -P, e2 = Qref -Q, and the switching functions are
designed as follows according to the design method of the integral
sliding mode surface, respectively:

s1 � e1 + ∫t

0
ks1 · e1dt (26)

s2 � e2 + ∫t

0
ks2 · e2dt (27)

where: ks1, ks2 are normal numbers.
The design method of the improved convergence law in

combination with Eq. 19 can be obtained:

_s1 � _e1 + ks1 · e1 � _Pref − _P + ks1 Pref − P( )
� −ε1 e1| |psat s1( ) − k1s1

(28)

_s2 � _e2 + ks2 · e2 � _Qref − _Q + ks2 Qref − Q( )
� −ε2 e2| |qsat s2( ) − k2s2

(29)

where:k1, k2, ks1, ks2, ε1, ε2, p, q are all positive constants.
Combining Eqs. 20, 27, 28 yields the expressions for the

command values Udiffdref and Udiffqref of the differential mode
voltage of the control variables in the direct power control
system as:

Uref � Y−1V − Y−1XW − Y−1Z (30)
among them:

Uref � Udiffαref Udiffβref[ ]TV � ε1 e1| |psat s1( ) + k1s1 + ks5e1
ε2 e2| |qsat s2( ) + k2s2 + ks2e2

[ ]

4.3 Overall system control strategy

Figure 3 shows the block diagram of the improved sliding mode
power control strategy for MMC-HVDC based on flexible
instantaneous power model proposed in this paper. As shown in
Figure 2, the active power and flexible reactive power deviation are
calculated in real time by the flexible instantaneous power model,
and the reference value of the control variable, i.e., the αβ-axis
component of the differential-mode voltage, Udiffαβref, is obtained by
the improved sliding-mode direct power controller, Eq. 29, and the
trigger signals of the IGBTs in the sub-modules are obtained by the
coordinate transformation and combined with the circulating
current suppression controller and the nearest-level modulation
strategy to output the constant active power and reactive power.
Constant active power and reactive power.

5 Simulation verification

5.1 Simulation model

In this paper, a four-terminal MMC-HVDC system as shown in
Figure 4 is built in the PSCAD/EMTDC platform, and the four-
terminal system adopts the master-slave control strategy (Lu and
Ooi, 2007), MMC4 controls the DC voltage of the system from the
master station, and MMC1-MMC3 are the slaves using constant
power control, where MMC2 adopts the direct power control
strategy proposed in this paper. The simulation parameters are
calculated and shown in Table 1. The positive direction of power is
defined as the flow from AC side to DC side.

In order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed improved
sliding mode direct power control strategy for MMC-HVDC based
on flexible instantaneous power model, in this paper, comparative
simulation experiments have been carried out by applying different
power definitions and different controllers in MMC2 under voltage
symmetrical, asymmetrical conditions, and parameter perturbation
conditions, respectively, as shown in Figure 5-Figure 8.

5.2 Steady state operation

In order to verify the steady state and dynamic performance of
MMC2 at different powers after applying the proposed improved
sliding mode direct power control strategy, this subsection analyzes
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the steady state control performance of MMC2 under voltage
symmetry conditions and simulates it for active step conditions.
During the simulation, the initial reference values of active and
reactive power of MMC2 are set to be −200 MW and 0 MVar,
respectively. the trend reversal is set at 1.5 s, which sets the
command value of active power of MMC2 to change linearly
from −200 MW to 200 MW. it can be seen in Figure 5 that the
improved sliding mode direct power control strategy can realize the
accurate tracking of the reference values of active and reactive
power, which verifies the performance of the proposed control
strategy under symmetrical power conditions. the effectiveness of
the proposed control strategy under symmetrical grid conditions. At
1.5 s, with the reversal of the active current, the active power output
from MMC2 has a small overshoot at the beginning of the change,
which can accurately track the change of the power reference value,
and at the same time, the current trend of the valve side of MMC2 is
smooth and always maintains the steady state operation, and the
system dc voltage gradually returns to stability after the power
fluctuation, which shows that the steady state performance based on
the improved sliding mode direct power control strategy is good.

5.3 Asymmetric voltage transient operation

Under asymmetrical grid voltage conditions, the direct power
control strategy based on the traditional instantaneous power model
has limitations in suppressing the two-fold frequency fluctuation
components of active and reactive power, therefore, in this section,
the direct power control of MMC is carried out based on the flexible
instantaneous power model to verify the validity of the flexible
instantaneous power model. Meanwhile, in this section, the PI
controller as well as the improved sliding mode controller are
used in the power control process of MMC2 to compare the
control performance of the two controllers, respectively. During
the simulation process, the initial reference power of MMC2 station
is set to −200 MW and 0 MVar, respectively. At 1.5 s, a 50% voltage
dip is set to occur in the A-phase voltage, which leads to asymmetry
of the three-phase voltages on the AC side.

Figure 6 compares the control effects based on different
instantaneous power definitions when the control objective is to
suppress the MMC2 output active power twofold oscillation under
asymmetric grid conditions. Figures 6A–D shows the operation
with the proposed strategy, and Figure 6E shows the operation
when the traditional instantaneous power definition is used. At
1.5 s, a voltage dip occurs in the A-phase voltage, and an
asymmetry occurs in the three-phase grid voltage, and although
the active power under the control based on the traditional
instantaneous power model still remains constant, there is still a
doubled-frequency oscillation with the amplitude of 80 MW in the
output reactive power, indicating that the traditional instantaneous
power model cannot eliminate the doubled frequency oscillations
in the active and reactive power under the grid voltage asymmetry
at the same time. On the contrary, the active and reactive power
output from the MMC2 under the control of the flexible
instantaneous power model can accurately track the reference
value and keep the valve-side grid current free of aberrations,
indicating that the direct power control based on the flexible
instantaneous power model can eliminate the doubled-

frequency fluctuation components in the active and reactive
power at the same time. From Figure 6C, due to the
stabilization of active power control, the A-phase voltage drop
causes only minor fluctuations in the DC voltage of the four-
terminal system, and thus the proposed improved control strategy
under asymmetrical grid voltage conditions has less impact on the
four-terminal system as a whole. In conclusion, the flexible
instantaneous reactive power is more suitable as a controlled
variable in MMC constant power control than the conventional
instantaneous reactive power.

Figure 7 compares the dynamic control responsiveness and
robustness of the PI controller, the conventional sliding mode
controller, and the improved sliding mode controller for direct
power control under grid asymmetry conditions, where the
A-phase voltage dip time is the same as in Figure 5. Under the
same system parameter conditions, the MMC2 station uses the PI
controller as well as the improved sliding mode controller,
respectively, to make a side-by-side comparison of their response
performance and robustness under voltage dips and
parameter ingress.

As can be seen from Figure 7, in the steady state operation stage, the
jitter vibration of the traditional sliding mode controller is more
obvious, 1.5 s when the A-phase voltage drop occurs instantly, the
maximum deviation of the active power controlled by the PI controller
is about 12 MW, and the overshooting amount of the active power is
close to 6%, and it is only after 0.1 s that it enters into the steady state
operation stage gradually. The maximum deviation of the active power
controlled by the improved sliding mode controller is only 1MW, the
overshooting amount is about 1%, and it reaches the steady state
operation within 0.05 s, and the vibration phenomenon is obviously
weakened, which indicates that the active and reactive power under the
improved sliding mode control strategy have a faster response speed,
and the vibration is smaller. 1.7 s, the inductance value of the bridge arm
is set from 41.5 mH to 48mH, which simulates the actual operation of
the MMC, and the inductance value of the MMC is set from 1.5 mH to
48 mH. The random parameter ingress during the actual operation of
the MMC is simulated. As shown in Figure 7, the perturbation by the
bridge arm inductance value has a greater impact on the PI controller,
and the active power instantly fluctuates to −207MW, and gradually
returns to the normal value after 0.15 s, and the steady state error
increases. The traditional sliding mode controller, although the
fluctuation by the parameter perturbation is small, but the jitter
frequency and amplitude are larger, and the maximum amplitude of
the wave is around 4MW, whereas the active power fluctuation
controlled by the improved sliding mode controller is within 2MW,
and returns to steady state error within 0.1 s. Within 0.1 s, it returns to
steady state operation, and the active and reactive power can still track
the command value accurately, which indicates that the improved
sliding mode controller can maintain good robustness under the
disturbance of the bridge arm inductance parameter change.
Therefore, it is easy to know that when the direct power controller
based on the flexible instantaneous power model adopts the improved
sliding mode control strategy, its active and reactive power dynamic
response capability is stronger and its robustness to the random
parameter uptake is better, which indicates that the improved sliding
mode control strategy can give full play to the advantages of the flexible
instantaneous power model under the conditions of an
asymmetrical grid.
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6 Experimental verification

In order to verify the effectiveness of the improved sliding
mode direct power control strategy for MMC-HVDC based on
the flexible instantaneous power model proposed in this paper, a
hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) experimental platform for modular
multilevel converter is constructed in this section as shown in
Figure 8. From Figure 8, the main circuit of the modular
multilevel converter is realized by OPAL-RTOP5600 real-time
simulation system, which operates at 105 Hz, and the controller is
operated by digital signal processor (DSP). Among them, the
OPAL-RT system and the DSP controller are connected through
the OP8665 as an adapter board and sampling board, and the
input of the DSP controller is the analog signals of the AC side
and the sub-module voltages and currents output from the
OPAL-RT system, and the output of the DSP controller is the
digital signals of IGBT triggering computed according to the
improved sliding mode direct power control strategy proposed in
this paper, which is used for controlling the IGBTs in each sub-
module of the MMC. The output of the DSP controller is the
IGBT trigger digital signal calculated according to the improved
sliding mode direct power control strategy proposed in this paper,
which is used to control the on-off of the IGBTs in each sub-
module of the MMC, thus realizing the external closed-loop
connection between the OPAL-RT system and the DSP
controller. Finally, the other components of the four-terminal
MMC-HVDC system and their related controllers are embedded
into the OPAL-RTOP5600 simulator and the DSP controller, and
the rest of the parameters are the same as those in the simulation
verification section.

Experiment 1 selects the same operating conditions as in
Figure 5, and the initial reference values of active and reactive
power of MMC2 are set to −200 MW and 0 MVar, respectively.
the trend reversal is set at 1.5 s, and the command value of active
power of MMC2 is set to change linearly from −200 MW to
200 MW. as shown in Figure 9, the active and reactive power can
accurately track the reference values in the steady-state case, and
the trend of the valve-side current and the system DC voltage is
smooth. The trend of valve side current and system DC voltage is
smooth. The above experimental results show that the improved
control strategy proposed in this paper can accurately control the
active power and flexible reactive power when the voltage is
symmetrical.

Experiment 2 selects the same operating conditions as in
Figure 6, and the initial reference power of the MMC2 station is
set to −200 MW and 0 MVar, respectively. At 1.5 s, the setup
A-phase voltage shows a 50% voltage drop, which leads to the
asymmetry of the three-phase voltages on the AC side. As shown in
Figure 10, after the AC voltage asymmetry occurs, the system DC
voltage is more stable, and both active power and flexible reactive
power can accurately track the reference value, and keep the valve-
side grid current without distortion. Through the above
experimental results, it can be seen that the improved control
strategy proposed in this paper can accurately control the active
power and reactive power when the voltage is asymmetrical.

It should be noted that the experimental part of this paper and
the simulation part of the operating conditions are exactly the same,
the controlled active power and flexible reactive power can follow

the always stable tracking of the reference value, and the simulation
results are roughly the same as the conclusions of the experimental
results, which further illustrates the validity of the method proposed
in this paper.

7 Conclude

In this paper, an improved sliding mode direct power control
strategy for MMC-HVDC based on the flexible instantaneous
power model is proposed, which derives the direct power
control model for MMC on the basis of the flexible
instantaneous power model and optimizes the control process
with the improved sliding mode control strategy. Through
theoretical analysis, model simulation, and experimental
verification, the following conclusions are drawn:

1) The flexible instantaneous power model can simultaneously
suppress the two-fold frequency fluctuation of active and
reactive power under asymmetrical grid conditions,
avoiding the power compensation term and optimizing the
power control strategy.

2) Under asymmetric grid and random parameter perturbation
conditions, the dynamic response capability and robustness of
the improved sliding mode control strategy are stronger than
that of the traditional PI control strategy, which is more
suitable for the realization of the flexible direct power
control strategy (Akagi et al., 1984).
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